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A game of solo exploration and survival on Mars.
By: Caroline Berg

SummAry

You are investigating alien ruins on Mars. Just as you are getting ready to take all the artifacts back to your ship, 
disaster strikes!  A meteor storm sweeps across the planet!  Your equipment is damaged!  Your oxygen is run-
ning low!  And to top it off the dust kicked up by the meteors has obscured the location of your ship!

What had been days worth of air is now only a few scant hours.  You have to make it back to your spaceship - 
but what about all the artifacts you have already found?  Decide what to take and what to leave, but remember, 
if you take too much, you run out of oxygen faster!

how:to:win:thE:gAmE

The player only wins when:

• The player does not run out of air.
• The player finds the spaceship.
• The player has at least one alien artifact upon reaching the spaceship.

The Mars Exploration mission fails if no item from the Martian Ruins makes it back to Earth.

SEt:up

First, separate the Event cards, the Ability cards and the Item cards into three piles.  One pile is for each type of 
card.  Shuffle each of the stacks of cards.

Then randomly select three of the Ability cards.  These are the abilities your spacesuit has at the start of the 
game.

Next, shuffle all the map tiles together.  Randomly select one tile.  Place this tile so that the image is face up, 
and set the character on the tile.

The player cannot start on the ship map tile.  If the ship tile is selected, set it aside and select another map tile 
from the collection.  Once a map tile has been selected and it is not the ship tile, shuffle the ship tile back into 
the map times.

Finally, place the air token at five hours of air on the Air Tracker, and the weight token at five on the Weight 
Tracker.

For a standard game, the player has five hours of oxygen and the ability to carry items which equal up to five 
total weight at the start of the game.  These numbers can change with the difficult of the game.  See the Other 
Difficultly Levels section for more on alternative starting arrangements.



how:to:plAy

Each turn players have three actions:

1) Move the character.
2) Draw an Event card.
3) Pick-up an Item card.

At the start of the turn, the player move up to two tiles.  The player can choose to only move only one tile if 
they wish.  It takes a half-hour of air to move to a tile.  If the player moves to a tile that is a deadend, the player 
may move back to the previous tile the player was on as long as that is within the two tile maximus they move 
that turn.  

Event card phase is trigger after movement is over.  Movement is over once the player has either moved two 
tiles, or have decided that they are done moving.  During the Event card phase, the player draws one Event card 
and reads it.  Each Event card can be affected by different Abilities the player may have.  When first obtaining 
an Event card, the player would check to see if they have one of the abilities listed on the card.

If the player happens to have more than one ability for an Event card, the ability with the star next to it is 
mandatory, and takes precedence over all other outcomes on the card.  

Finally, if an item had been dropped on a tile, the player has the option of picking that item card up.  This only 
occurs after the affect on the Event card is played out.  The player can pick up an item that weighs more than 
they can carry - but the player must immediately remove the amount of air needed to be able to carry that item.

If the player is forced off of that tile from an event, they cannot pick up the item that was left behind that turn.  
If the tile is removed from an event, that item is discarded.

clArificAtionS:About:thE

EffEctS:on:EvEnt:cArdS

There are numerous effects that can occur from Event Cards.  Here they are explain in depth.

Discard all item cards you are currently carrying. - The player discards all item card and shuffles those cards 
back into the item deck.

Discard one item card. - The player chooses one item card and shuffles that card back into the item deck.

Discard the [any] ability card. - The player must discard the ability that is written on the card, if they have that 
ability.  Any ability discarded this way is out of the game and will not be used again.

Draw and keep one item card. - Draw one card from the item deck and keep it.

Draw and place one tile on any adjacent space without a tile. - Place the tile in any legal direction following 
the paths that are available on the map tile the player is on.  At most this means there are four potential places 
where the player may place a tile.  Any tile placed this way has to have paths that line up with the tile the player 
is on.



clArificAtionS:About:thE

EffEctS:on:EvEnt:cArdS:cont

Draw another map tiles and place it adjacent to this tile. - Place the tile in any legal direction following the 
paths that are available on the map tile the player is on.  At most this means there are four potential places where 
the player may place a tile.  Any tile placed this way has to have paths that line up with the tile the player is on.

Draw another map tiles and place it adjacent to this tile.  Move your character to that new tile. - Same as 
above, only this time the player moves the character to the new tile.  This still costs the player a half-hour of air.

For each open space surrounding the tile you are on, place a map tile. - This does not place map tiles 
diagonally.  This is only for map tiles where one edge would be fully adjacent to the tile the player is on.  At 
most, the player could place four surrounding tiles.  These tiles do not have to have paths that line up with the 
tile the player is on.

Gain one hour [or more] of air, if you are able. - As long as the player has space for the air in their air tank 
they must gain it.  This also moves the weight tracker to the new amount.  If the player is carrying items that 
would prevent the air from being gained, the items are dropped.

Lose one or two hours of air. - Subtract the amount of air lost from the air tracker.  The weight tracker does not 
change.

Move another two spaces.  Use no oxygen when you take these moves. - Move the character in any legal 
direction following the paths that are available on the map tile the player is on.  At most this means the player 
can move in four directions.  The player cannot move to a space that has no map tile yet.  The player uses no air 
for this movement.

Move one space in any direction. - Move the character in any legal direction following the paths that are
available on the map tile the player is on.  At most this means the player can move in four directions.  The 
player cannot move to a space that has no map tile yet.  

Next turn, when you move, you lose no air. - For the next turn, no matter if the player moves one or two 
spaces, the player loses no air from movement.  The player can still lose air if there is an event that has the 
player lose air.

Remove all tiles except the tile you are on and reshuffle them into the tile stack. - Remove all the tiles that 
have already been laid out expect the tile the character is currently on.  Those tiles are then shuffled with the 
tiles that have not yet been used.

Remove all tiles except the tile you are on.  Mix them up and place the tiles randomly around you. - 
Remove all the tiles that have already been laid out expect the tile the character is currently on.  Those tiles are 
then shuffled and placed randomly around the character’s current location.  The paths on the tiles have to match 
up to at least one other map tile next to them.

Retreat one map tile, and shuffle the tile you were just on back into the tile stack. - The player moves one 
space to the tile they were previously on.  This does use one half-hour of air.  The tile they were just on is 
removed and shuffled back into the tile stack.  And dropped items on that map tile are then reshuffled back into 
the item deck.



clArificAtionS:About:thE

EffEctS:on:EvEnt:cArdS:cont

You cannot move for one turn. - The player must skip their next movement turn.  This means the player im-
mediately has another encounter in this location.

If none of the phrases in bold can be found in a paragraph on an Event card, the effect of that card is nothing.  
Nothing bad or good happens to the character.

clArificAtionS:About:thE

Ability:cArdS

There are two ability cards that do more than just trigger options on the Event cards.

Mechanical Arms - This card allows the player to carry two extra items.  Any items carried this way are not 
counted towards the Weight Tracker.

Quality Air Filters - The player uses less air during the game.  When it says the player uses a half-hour of air, 
the player only uses one-third of an hour of air.  When it says the player uses one hour of air, the player only 
uses two-thirds of an hour of air.  The dashed lines on the Air Tracker show thirds instead of halves.

clArificAtionS:About:thE

itEm:cArdS

There are four item cards that give the same abilities as Ability cards.  When the player has an Event card that 
would call for one of those abilities, those item cards work exactly the same way as an Ability card would.  If 
the player is called to “Discard the [any] ability card” and that ability is only from an item card, the player 
does not have to discard the item card with that same ability.

For any cards that say “Discard after use” those cards are shuffled back into the item deck.  Item are never 
truly lost, but can be found again.

The Mars Buggy is a special card.  The buggy allows the player to carry one item, no matter how heavy, with 
it counting towards the Weight Tracker.  The buggy also allows the player to move an extra tile per turn.  The 
player does not use any air during that extra movement.  However the player still uses air for all normal 
movement during the turn.  If a player uses the buggy after moving two tiles, the player gets to move one extra 
tile, but still has used one hour of air from moving those original two tiles.  The buggy can only be used three 
times before it is discarded.  When it is discarded it is shuffled back into the item deck.



thE:Air:And:wEight:trAckErS

The Air Tracker is one tracker the player has to monitor during the game.  This tracker ranges from nine-and-a-
half hours to one hour of air in half-hour increments.  If the air level drops below one half-hour of air left, the 
player dies.  The player cannot gain more than nine-and-a-half hours of air, the air reservoirs in the spacesuit 
cap out at nine-and-a-half hours.

Every turn the amount of air left is lowered.  Moving from one tile to another tales a half-hour of air. A player 
may choose to move twice in one turn.  If that is the case, they would use one hour of air that turn.  However, if 
the player chooses to only move one tile in a round, they would only use one half-hour of air.  Abilities or items 
collected in the game can change the amount of air used.

Air is important, not only because no air means death, but also because it dictates how much the player can 
carry.

Which brings us to the second tracker: the Weight Tracker.  This tracks how much weight the player is carrying.  
Because the oxygen/nitrogen mix in the tanks on the player’s suit also counts towards weight, the total weight 
depends on the hours of air left plus the weight of the items carried.

The weight chart is the inverse of the oxygen chart.  The less oxygen the player has, the more the player can 
carry.  However, using oxygen to gain more items is risky since the player needs oxygen to search for the 
spaceship.

The player has to decide what to carry with them, and how much oxygen they want to have.

othEr:difficulty:lEvElS

• For an easier game, start with seven hours of air.
• For a more difficult game, you now need three alien artifacts to win.

componEntS

• 30 Event Cards
• 16 Item Cards
• 15 Ability Cards
• 24 Map Tiles
• 1 Air and Weight Tracker
• 1 Air Token
• 1 Weight Token
• 1 Character


